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abstract: Studies of phenotypic selection document directional
selection in many natural populations. What factors reduce total
directional selection and the cumulative evolutionary responses to
selection? We combine two data sets for phenotypic selection, representing more than 4,600 distinct estimates of selection from 143
studies, to evaluate the potential roles of fitness trade-offs, indirect
(correlated) selection, temporally varying selection, and stabilizing
selection for reducing net directional selection and cumulative responses to selection. We detected little evidence that trade-offs among
different fitness components reduced total directional selection in
most study systems. Comparisons of selection gradients and selection
differentials suggest that correlated selection frequently reduced total
selection on size but not on other types of traits. The direction of
selection on a trait often changes over time in many temporally
replicated studies, but these fluctuations have limited impact in reducing cumulative directional selection in most study systems. Analyses of quadratic selection gradients indicated stabilizing selection
on body size in at least some studies but provided little evidence
that stabilizing selection is more common than disruptive selection
for most traits or study systems. Our analyses provide little evidence
that fitness trade-offs, correlated selection, or stabilizing selection
strongly constrains the directional selection reported for most quantitative traits.
Keywords: adaptation, fitness trade-offs, microevolution, natural selection, phenotypic selection.

Introduction
Natural and sexual selection are the primary mechanisms
of adaptive evolution within populations (Darwin 1859).
Over the past half century, phenotypic selection on quantitative traits has been detected in scores of field studies
of plants and animals. Reviews of this burgeoning literature have documented several major patterns. First, there
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is abundant evidence for directional selection on morphology and life history in many study systems (Endler
1986; Kingsolver et al. 2001; Hereford et al. 2004). Second,
temporal fluctuations in the magnitude and sometimes the
direction of directional selection are common (Siepielski
et al. 2009). Third, there is little evidence for significant
stabilizing selection in most study systems. In particular,
current estimates of linear and quadratic selection suggest
that stabilizing selection is no more common than disruptive selection (Kingsolver et al. 2001). The magnitude
of directional selection is sufficient to produce rapid microevolutionary change in many populations (Grant and
Grant 1989; Hendry and Kinnison 1999; Reznick and
Ghalambor 2001).
These results present an important and unresolved challenge: if most populations are well adapted to current
environmental conditions, then why is directional selection on quantitative traits apparently so common and stabilizing selection apparently uncommon (Estes and Arnold
2007)? What factors reduce total selection on phenotypic
traits or reduce the cumulative evolutionary responses to
such selection? There are several possible answers to this
challenge. First, lack of genetic variation might prevent
evolutionary responses to selection. Quantitative genetic
studies document significant heritable variation for phenotypic traits in most natural populations (Mousseau and
Roff 1987; Roff 1997), but there is low heritability for some
traits and study systems (Kellermann et al. 2009). In addition, multivariate genetic constraints may reduce evolutionary responses to selection, even with abundant genetic variation of individual component traits (Walsh and
Blows 2009). Second, there may be trade-offs among different components of fitness, such that, for example, a
trait value increasing survival may also decrease mating
success or fecundity. As a result, total selection on the trait
may be less than directional selection via each fitness component (Roff 2002). Third, phenotypic and genetic correlations between traits may cause indirect, correlated selection (Lande and Arnold 1983). As a result, direct
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selection on a trait may be balanced by opposing indirect
selection on a correlated trait. Fourth, directional selection
on a trait may alternate in direction in time or space,
reducing the cumulative effects of selection (Siepielski et
al. 2009). Finally, stabilizing selection may indeed be stronger or more common than previously reported, such that
natural populations may in fact be near local fitness peaks
(Estes and Arnold 2007).
As reported in a recent review and synthesis by Siepielski
et al. (2009), our estimates of phenotypic selection in natural populations have increased more than threefold in
the past decade. Here we combine these estimates with an
earlier data set (Kingsolver et al. 2001) to explore patterns
and constraints on directional selection for quantitative
traits in natural populations. We develop predictions for
how fitness trade-offs, indirect selection, alternating selection, and stabilizing selection may reduce total or cumulative selection or responses to selection, and we evaluate these predictions by using our combined data sets.
We also consider the limitations of our current data, studies, and statistical methods for detecting nonlinear components of selection. Our analyses provide little evidence
that fitness trade-offs, correlated selection, or stabilizing
selection strongly constrains directional selection on most
quantitative traits.
Material and Methods
The Data Set
The current data set was generated by merging two previously published selection data sets from Kingsolver et
al. (2001) and Siepielski et al. (2009); redundant records
shared across both data sets were eliminated. We used the
redundant records to confirm the consistency of coding
and estimates between the two data sets (127 estimates
from six studies). The data sets consider selection studies
of natural variation in quantitative phenotypes within populations under natural field conditions. Details of the inclusion criteria for particular studies and contents of the
finalized selection data sets can be found elsewhere (Kingsolver et al. 2001; Siepielski et al. 2009); briefly, the combined data set contains information on taxonomic groups,
the number of temporal and spatial replicates, the traits
measured, the fitness components measured, and selection
estimates, including linear and quadratic gradients and
differentials with their associated standard errors, P values,
and sample sizes. Note that the combined data set does
not include all relevant selection estimates during the time
period considered (1984–2009)—for example, nonreplicated selection studies published between 2002 and 2009
are excluded—but this should not bias our analyses or
results.

To facilitate comparisons among different traits and
study systems, we used variance-standardized differentials
or gradients (Lande and Arnold 1983), which quantify
selection on traits in terms of the relationship between
relative fitness and variation in a quantitative trait measured in units of standard deviation. Although the potential advantages of mean-standardized coefficients have
been considered (Hereford et al. 2004), we use variancestandardized coefficients for two main reasons. First, standardization by the mean is appropriate only for traits that
have a natural value rather than an arbitrary zero value
(Hereford et al. 2004); this would exclude important types
of traits such as phenological timing. Second, most of the
studies included in the data set do not report mean-standardized coefficients and do not contain the necessary data
to convert variance-standardized coefficients to meanstandardized coefficients.
Defining Traits and Fitness Components
Traits were assigned to major trait classes including size,
other morphology, phenology, other life history, behavior,
principal component (PC), interaction (e.g., behavior # behavior or life history # behavior; nonlinear selection gradients and differentials only), and other (a limited subset that could not readily be placed into the other
classes). The trait class size included traits that indicated
overall aspects of body size (e.g., body size, body length,
body mass, and PCs for body size); all remaining morphology traits were classified as other morphology. The
trait class phenology included traits that indicated the timing of life-history events (e.g., initial date, peak date, or
duration of events such as germination, flowering, laying
date, and hatching date); all remaining life-history traits
were classified as other life history. PCs were placed into
their own category, except for PCs reflecting aspects of
overall body size (as defined by authors of the original
study), which were included in the size category.
Most studies reported selection via individual components of fitness, such as survival, mating success, and fecundity. A few studies reported more comprehensive metrics of fitness, which were considered the total fitness class.
These studies used measures such as net reproductive rate
(R0), intrinsic rate of increase (r), or similar metrics that
combine survival and successful reproduction.
Analyses
We did not perform a formal meta-analysis because of (1)
potential autocorrelation among estimates of selection
based on multiple traits and/or fitness metrics from the
same study, (2) limited availability of the phenotypic
variance-covariance matrix needed for meta-analyses of
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selection gradients, and (3) limited availability of standard
errors needed for meta-analyses of selection differentials
(Kingsolver et al. 2001; Hereford et al. 2004; Siepielski et
al. 2009). In addition, our main goal here is not to estimate
the average magnitude of selection but rather to evaluate
the potential roles of fitness trade-offs, correlated selection,
and other factors that may constrain directional selection
and microevolution. As a result, we use graphical visualization techniques supplemented with traditional parametric and nonparametric statistical analyses and bootstrap resampling.
The vast majority of studies did not report standard
errors of estimates, making it difficult to account for the
effects of sampling error in these analyses. For example,
of the 4,651 unique estimates of selection, 62% did not
report standard errors for any estimates. Even in cases
where studies reported standard errors, they often did not
report these for all estimates (of the 2,538 estimates of the
linear selection differential, s, 81% do not report standard
errors). Sampling error may decrease the power to reject
null hypotheses in some cases but should not otherwise
bias our analyses or results. All graphical and statistical
analyses were performed using R (ver. 2.9.1). To explore
patterns of directional selection on different traits and fitness components, we graphically examined probability
density distributions of linear selection gradients (b) for
different trait classes and fitness components; densities
were estimated using an automatic bandwidth (Silverman
1986). Sign tests were used to determine whether the distributions of b were centered at 0 or shifted toward either
positive or negative values. Kruskal-Wallis rank-sum tests
were used to determine whether the magnitude of b
(FbF) was significantly different among trait classes or fitness components. We examined potential autocorrelation
among estimates from the same replicate (a single study
or a single temporal or spatial replicate within a study,
where appropriate) via bootstrap resampling (500 iterations, with replacement) in which one estimate of b was
randomly drawn from each replicate. We then performed
visual and statistical tests on the resampled estimates to
assess concordance with the analyses of the original data.
Comparable resampling procedures were conducted for
analyses of fitness trade-offs, the potential for indirect selection to reduce total selection, temporally alternating
selection, and quadratic selection gradients (g).
To explore the potential for fitness trade-offs to constrain directional selection, we considered the subset of
linear selection gradient estimates for which two (rarely
three) fitness components were measured on the same trait
within the same study, species, and temporal/spatial replicate. With these data, we constructed and plotted three
independent contrasts of the fitness components (estimates of total fitness were eliminated in this analysis):

fecundity versus survival, mating success versus survival,
and fecundity versus mating success. If fitness components
tend to be in the same direction (same sign), most estimates should fall into the lower-left and upper-right quadrants (quadrants 1 and 3) of a standard Cartesian plane;
conversely, if components tend to be in opposite directions, estimates should fall into the upper-left and lowerright quadrants (quadrants 2 and 4). To test whether fitness
components tend to be the same or opposite directions,
we performed a x2 test to compare the number of estimates
in quadrants 2 plus 4 and the number of estimates in
quadrants 1 plus 3, relative to a null hypothesis of
50 : 50.
We assessed the potential for indirect selection to reduce
total selection on a trait by examining the relationship
between b, which estimates the strength of selection directly on the trait of interest, adjusted for effects of potential selection on phenotypically correlated traits, and s,
which estimates the total strength of selection due to both
direct and indirect (correlated) selection. (This interpretation of b assumes that all relevant correlated traits have
been identified and measured in the study; see “Discussion.”) We subsetted the data set to include only linear
selection gradients and differentials measured on the same
trait within the same study, species, and temporal/spatial
replicate (excluding all PCs) for which two or more traits
were considered. We explored indirect selection by using
regression analysis. The slope of the regression of b on s
(specifically, slopes ! 1) indicated the potential for indirect
selection to reduce total selection on a trait. We used reduced major axis (RMA) regression (also standardized major axis; sensu Legendre and Legendre 1998; Warton et al.
2006) to estimate the slope. In this case, RMA was more
appropriate than ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
for two reasons (Legendre and Legendre 1998; Warton et
al. 2006): (1) our primary objective was to estimate the
slope best describing the bivariate scatter of s and b rather
than a slope that predicts s from b and (2) our subsequent
objective was to test whether this slope deviated from the
null hypothesis of slope p 1. RMA regression analyses
were based on residual s and b (i.e., subtracting the sample
mean from each estimate); this constrained the intercepts
to pass through the origin (i.e., fixed at 0). We tested
whether the slope of s as a function of b was significantly
different from 1 (where slope p 1 is the null hypothesis
that indirect selection does not reduce total selection on
a trait), using the methods outlined by Warton et al.
(2006).
To assess the potential for temporally alternating selection to constrain directional selection, we examined the
number of sign changes in b for the same study, species,
trait, and spatial replicate. Our method differed from that
reported by Siepielski et al. (2009), as we counted the
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number of differences in the sign of b in temporal sequence rather than examining the number of estimates of
b with opposing signs. Thus, we estimated the probability
that the direction of selection reverses from one temporal
replicate to the next rather than the proportion of temporal
replicates for which directional selection is positive. However, the key question was whether these temporal fluctuations were sufficient to reduce the cumulative effects
of directional selection over time (Bell 2010). To address
this, we examined the average of s over time for each trait
for the same study, species, and spatial replicate. If directional selection on a trait was consistently in the same
direction over time, mean(FsF) p Fmean(s)F. Alternatively,
if the direction of selection varied randomly over time,
then Fmean(s)F ∼ 0. As a result, the slope of mean(FsF)
versus Fmean(s)F reflected the extent to which changes in
the magnitude and direction of selection reduced the cumulative selection differential (Falconer and MacKay
1996).
Finally, we used methods comparable to those for linear
selection gradients to examine patterns of nonlinear selection (g) among different traits and fitness components.
The quadratic selection gradient g reflects the curvature
of the fitness surface near the population mean phenotype.
Negative values of g are necessary (but not sufficient) for
stabilizing selection, whereas positive values of g are necessary (but not sufficient) for disruptive selection. If mean
trait values in most populations are near local fitness peaks,
we would predict estimates of g to be strongly shifted
toward negative values (Estes and Arnold 2007).
Results
Summary of Studies and Estimates
The combined data set included 143 studies with 2,819
estimates of linear selection gradients (b), 2,538 estimates
of linear selection differentials (s), 1,250 estimates of quadratic selection gradients (g), and 740 estimates of quadratic selection differentials (g). Collectively, these represent 4,651 distinct estimates of selection. Studies involving
terrestrial plants (mainly angiosperms), invertebrates
(mainly insects), and vertebrates (mainly birds and lizards)
were well represented (table 1). Most estimates involved
major components of fitness (survival, fecundity, and mating success), but ∼2% of estimates used more integrated
measures of total fitness (table 1). Aspects of size, phenology, and other morphological and life-history traits are
well represented in the data set; only 1% of the estimates
involved behavioral or physiological traits.
More than 98% of estimates of b and g ranged between
⫺2 and 2 and were roughly symmetric around 0 (fig. 1).
We use median(FbF) as a measure of the magnitude of

directional selection and median(b) as an indicator of the
tendency or shift toward positive or negative values (see
“Material and Methods”). Probability densities of b for
different trait types (fig. 2B) showed that directional selection on size was significantly shifted toward positive
values (median(b) p 0.09, 70% 1 0, P ! .0001, N p
363) and that selection on phenology was significantly
skewed toward negative values (median(b) p ⫺0.08,
74% ! 0, P ! .0001, N p 633). These qualitative patterns
held for selection via different fitness components, for different taxa, and for resampled estimates (accounting for
potential autocorrelation among estimates from the same
study or replicate). These results support previous studies
suggesting that there is positive directional selection on
aspects of size and negative selection on phenological timing in many study systems (Kingsolver and Pfennig 2004;
Kingsolver 2009).
As in previous analyses, the magnitude of directional
selection (median(FbF)) via survival (median(FbF) p 0.08)
was significantly smaller than that for fecundity
(median(FbF) p 0.19) or that for mating success
(median(FbF) p 0.17; fig. 2A; Hoekstra et al. 2001;
Kingsolver et al. 2001; Siepielski et al. 2011). This
qualitative pattern held for selection on different
traits, taxa, and resampled estimates. Importantly, the
magnitude of selection via total fitness (median(FbF) p
0.26) was significantly stronger than selection via survival (median(FbF) p 0.08; Mann-Whitney test: W p
54,343.5, P ! .0001), fecundity (median(FbF) p 0.19;
W p 24,113, P p .062 [marginally significant]), or mating success (median(FbF) p 0.17; W p 27,978, P p .026)
alone. While selection via total fitness represented only 2%
of the estimates, this result does not support the hypothesis
of trade-offs among fitness components.
Constraints on Directional Selection
To identify possible fitness trade-offs, we examined the
subset of studies in which directional selection on a trait
was estimated for multiple (usually two) fitness components. We focused on whether and how the direction of
selection on a trait was reversed for different components,
reflecting trade-offs among these different components
(see “Material and Methods”). In 57% of cases, the direction of selection on a trait was the same among different
fitness components (fig. 3). The number of cases in which
the direction of selection on a trait was the same for pairs
of fitness components was significantly greater than the
number of cases in which the direction of selection was
different (x 2 p 4.84, df p 1, P p .028, N p 304), increasing the total magnitude of selection on the trait. In
the 43% of cases where the direction of selection differed,
the magnitude of these differences was often relatively
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Table 1: Summary statistics for estimates of linear and quadratic selection as functions of taxon, trait class, and fitness component
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Figure 1: Summary of linear and quadratic selection gradients. Selection gradient estimates as a function of sample size (log10 scale).
A, Linear selection gradients (b); B, quadratic selection gradients (g).
The statistical significance (at the P p .05 level) of each estimate is
given. Filled circles are significantly different from 0; open circles are
not significant; crosses indicate that the significance of the estimate
is not available.

small (fig. 3). In only 2% of cases did the magnitude and
direction of selection on a trait for different fitness components balance each other to result in a net directional
selection near 0 (Ⳳ0.01). In general, these qualitative patterns held for different traits, taxa, fitness component pair-

ings, and resampled pairs of estimates. These results are
inconsistent with the notion that trade-offs among different fitness components generate opposing selection and
reduce total fitness on most traits in natural populations
(Roff 2002).
The linear selection gradient b estimates the strength of
selection directly on the trait of interest, adjusted for effects
of potential selection on phenotypically correlated traits,
whereas the linear selection differential s estimates the total
strength of selection due to both direct and indirect (correlated) selection. When both parameters are estimated for
studies with multiple traits, the slope of the relationship
between s and b (specifically, slopes ! 1) indicates the potential for indirect selection to reduce total selection on a
trait (fig. 4). RMA regression for all paired estimates (other
than size traits; N p 806) yielded a slope of b p 1.1; on
average, direct selection and total selection were similar,
suggesting little impact of indirect selection in reducing
total selection. In contrast, size showed a slope significantly
!1 (b p 0.30, P ! .0001, N p 104). This qualitative pattern for size held for different fitness components and for
resampled estimates. This suggests that indirect selection
on correlated traits may frequently reduce total selection
on size but not that on other types of traits.
Reversals in the direction of selection over time could
also reduce the cumulative directional selection on a trait
within or across generations. Using studies in which selection measurements were replicated over time (Siepielski
et al. 2009) allowed us to estimate the frequency of changes
in the direction (sign) of selection (fig. 5A). The direction
of selection b changed in the next time interval, on average,
25% of the time; for some traits and studies, the frequency
of sign changes exceeded 50% (fig. 5A). Autocorrelation
of results from the same study had little effect on this
result; resampling the frequency of sign change with one
estimate from each study yielded a mean frequency of sign
change of 26.6 (95% confidence interval [CI] p 26.3,
27.1). The frequency of sign changes decreased significantly as the magnitude of selection (median(FbF)) increased (r p ⫺0.26, P ! .0001), suggesting that most of
the reported sign changes occurred at low values of FbF
and may have resulted from sampling error. In addition,
the RMA slope (constrained to go through the origin; see
“Material and Methods”) of mean(FsF) versus Fmean(s)F
(see “Material and Methods”) is 0.95 (95% CI p 0.93,
0.98), suggesting that temporal fluctuations in directional
selection do not strongly reduce cumulative selection differentials in most cases (fig. 5B). In only 21% of studies
do temporal fluctuations in selection reduce cumulative
selection differentials by more than 50%, that is, where
Fmean(s)F ! 0.5 # mean(FsF). As a result, temporal
changes in the direction of selection occur regularly in
many study systems (Siepielski et al. 2009), but our results
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do not show that such fluctuations strongly reduce the
cumulative effects of directional selection over time in
most systems.
Nonlinear Selection
The quadratic selection gradient g reflects the curvature
of the fitness surface near the population mean phenotype
(see “Material and Methods”). Negative values of g are
necessary (but not sufficient) for stabilizing selection,
whereas positive values of g are necessary (but not sufficient) for disruptive selection. Probability densities for g
showed that estimates were distributed symmetrically
around 0 for different fitness components and for total
fitness (figs. 1, 6A), and median(g) values were near 0 in
each case (median(g): survival p ⫺0.01; fecundity !
0.01; mating success p ⫺0.02; total fitness p 0.01). This
result is inconsistent with the notion that stabilizing selection is much more common than disruptive selection,
as would be expected if most populations are near fitness
peaks (Lande 1979; Lande and Arnold 1983). Probability
densities of g for different traits (fig. 6B) showed that
estimates of g for size were significantly shifted toward
negative values (median(g) p ⫺0.04, 66% ! 0, P !
.0001, N p 186). For other types of traits, g estimates were
distributed more symmetrically around 0 (fig. 4B), and
median(g) values were near 0 in each case (median(g):
other morphology ! 0.01; phenology ! 0.01; other life
history p ⫺0.02). Stinchcombe et al. (2008) showed that
many studies reported incorrect values of g that were off
by a factor of 2; our results were not altered by using
doubled values of g and held for different taxa (Stinchcombe et al. 2008). In agreement with those of earlier
studies (Kingsolver et al. 2001), these results do not indicate negative quadratic and stabilizing selection for most
traits and many study systems (Estes and Arnold 2007).
Discussion
Constraints on Directional Selection
A major goal of our analyses was to explore the potential
of fitness trade-offs, indirect selection, and fluctuating selection for constraining or limiting overall directional selection. Our results on this issue are decidedly mixed. For
the small number of studies in which total fitness was
considered, the magnitude of directional selection via total
fitness was greater than that for individual fitness components (table 1), the opposite of what would be predicted
if there were trade-offs among fitness components. When
we consider directional selection on a single trait via different fitness components, the direction of selection was
the same for different fitness components for more than

Figure 2: Probability densities for linear selection gradients (b). Here
and for all subsequent probability densities of b and quadratic selection gradients (g), estimates !⫺1 were assigned a value of ⫺1,
and estimates 11 were assigned a value of 1. Separate probability
densities are provided for (A) fitness components and total fitness
(solid line, survival; dashed line, mating success; dotted line, fecundity;
dash-dotted line, total fitness) and (B) major trait classes (solid line,
size; dashed line, other morphology; dotted line, phenology; dashdotted line, other life history).

57% of the estimates, magnifying rather than reducing
total selection on the trait (fig. 3). Opposing selection
among fitness components rarely resulted in no net selection on a trait. These results are inconsistent with the
idea that trade-offs among different components of fitness
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Figure 3: Potential for opposing selection on fitness components to
reduce total selection on a trait. Scatterplot of linear selection gradient
estimates for which two fitness components were measured on the
same trait (within the same study, species, and temporal/spatial replicate). Symbols correspond to the type of fitness component pairing:
survival versus fecundity (gray), survival versus mating success
(black), and mating success versus fecundity (white).

limit the total directional selection on important phenotypic traits. Fitness trade-offs are widely anticipated theoretically (Roff 2002) and are documented empirically in
some study systems (Zera and Harshman 2001; Labonne
and Hendry 2010). However, the use of phenotypic data
alone to detect fitness trade-offs can be problematic (Reznick 1985) and can yield environmental bias in estimates
of phenotypic selection (Rausher 1992; Stinchcombe et al.
2002). If phenotypes are not randomly distributed across
environmental conditions or if local environmental conditions affect both phenotype and fitness, this can produce
correlations between phenotypic values and fitness
(Rausher 1992). Genotypic selection analyses with plants
suggest that such environmental covariation can have
strong effects on estimates of phenotypic selection (Stinchcombe et al. 2002). If environmental variation affects multiple components of fitness, this could obscure underlying
fitness trade-offs. Similarly, phenotypic selection studies
cannot detect selection before trait expression, which can
bias estimates of the magnitude and even the direction of
selection (Mojica and Kelly 2010). Experimental studies
or genotypic selection analyses of trade-offs among fitness
components may help resolve this issue (Reznick 1985;
Stinchcombe et al. 2002).

Indirect selection on correlated traits is another potential mechanism that can reduce or modify the overall directional selection on a trait. In this case, we would expect
the slope of the relationship between direct selection (measured by b) and total selection (measured by s) to be !1.
In general, our analyses do not support this prediction for
most traits, except for body size (fig. 4). As a result, the
current evidence indicates that indirect selection does not
generally reduce the total directional selection for most
traits. Selection on correlated but unmeasured traits can
alter estimates of direct selection (b), and rarely are all
other traits that may influence selection on a given trait
considered (Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987). This can make
it more difficult to distinguish direct selection from indirect selection, but this should not bias the estimated
slope of the relationship between b and s to be 11 or !1
(fig. 4).
As with fitness trade-offs, environmental covariation can
also obscure the effects of indirect selection (Rausher 1992;
Stinchcombe et al. 2002). The situation for size is of particular interest. Because there is usually positive directional
selection favoring increased size in most systems (fig. 2;
Kingsolver and Pfennig 2004), our results suggest that negative indirect selection due to correlated traits often re-

Figure 4: Potential for indirect selection to reduce total selection on
a trait. Linear selection differential estimates (s) as a function of
linear selection gradient estimates (b) from studies in which both
estimates were reported and for which two or more traits were considered. The RMA regression (solid line) and 95% confidence interval
(dashed lines) are shown for size (gray lines and symbols) and nonsize
(black lines and symbols) traits.
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Figure 5: Potential for temporal fluctuations in selection to reduce
cumulative selection on a trait. A, Frequency of sign changes in the
linear selection gradient as a function of the median absolute value
of the linear selection gradient for temporally replicated studies. B,
Absolute value of the mean selection differential over time
(Fmean(s)F) as a function of the mean of the absolute value of the
selection differential over time (mean(FsF)). The dashed line represents a 1 : 1 correspondence line. In A and B, each circle corresponds to results for a unique combination of study, species, and
trait. Larger circle areas indicate greater temporal replication.

duces the total net selection on size (Lande 1979). One
would anticipate, for example, that direct selection for
increased size might be countered by opposing indirect
selection on phenology or development time (Roff 1980);

unfortunately, there are too few simultaneous estimates of
selection on size and development time currently available
to evaluate this hypothesis.
Temporal fluctuations in selection could also alter the
consequences of directional selection (Siepielski et al.
2009). The key issue is whether such temporal (or spatial)
fluctuations are sufficient to reduce the cumulative effects
of directional selection over time (Bell 2010). The frequency of reversals in the direction of selection varied
widely among traits and studies (fig. 5A) but with an overall median of 27%. The duration or number of temporal
replications in a study does not appear to alter this basic
pattern, but the frequency of sign changes decreases as the
average magnitude of selection increases (fig. 5A). Some
changes in sign are expected simply due to sampling error,
especially when selection is weak. Importantly, our analyses suggest that temporal fluctuations in directional selection do not strongly reduce cumulative selection differentials in most studies (fig. 5B). As a result, temporal
changes in the direction of selection occur regularly in
many study systems (Siepielski et al. 2009; van de Pol et
al. 2009), but this does not substantially reduce the cumulative effects of directional selection over time (Bell
2010).
In summary, our analyses of directional selection provide little evidence that fitness trade-offs or indirect selection substantially reduces the total directional selection
on most traits, though we do detect important indirect
selection on size. Environmental covariation may obscure
underlying fitness trade-offs and indirect selection not detected by standard phenotypic analyses of selection
(Rausher 1992; Stinchcombe et al. 2002). Temporal variation in the direction of selection may occur regularly in
natural populations (Siepielski et al. 2009) but appears to
have limited impact on cumulative directional selection in
most study systems.
Of course, sustained directional selection will lead to
evolutionary changes only in populations that possess sufficient genetic variation. Many quantitative genetic studies
have documented heritable variation in quantitative traits
in natural populations (Mousseau and Roff 1987; Roff
1997), but low genetic variances and multivariate genetic
constraints can limit evolutionary responses to selection
in some systems (Kellermann et al. 2009; Walsh and Blows
2009). In addition, increased environmental variance in
the field can sometimes substantially reduce the effective
heritabilities of traits in natural populations (Ruiz et al.
1991; Weigensberg and Roff 1996). Unfortunately, few
long-term studies have documented the temporal patterns
of selection, genetic variation, and evolutionary responses
of phenotypic traits in natural populations to evaluate
whether low genetic variation strongly limits directional
evolution (Grant 1986; Siepielski et al. 2009).
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Figure 6: Probability densities for quadratic selection gradients (g).
Separate probability densities are provided for (A) fitness components and total fitness (solid line, survival; dashed line, mating success;
dotted line, fecundity; dash-dotted line, total fitness) and (B) major
trait classes (solid line, size; dashed line, other morphology; dotted
line, phenology; dash-dotted line, other life history).

Nonlinear Selection: Patterns and Problems
If most populations and traits are near maxima in fitness
surfaces, we would expect negative g to be widespread.
We see evidence partially supporting this prediction for
size (fig. 6B): estimates of g for size are significantly shifted

toward negative values (median p ⫺0.04). Joint estimates
of b and g (see “Material and Methods”) suggest that mean
sizes in some study populations are within 1–2 standard
deviations of a nearby fitness peak, supporting the hypothesis that at least some populations are well adapted
with respect to body size (Estes and Arnold 2007). This
result and interpretation present an interesting puzzle: if
populations are near fitness peaks for size, why is directional selection for increased size widespread? Models of
stochastic environmental variation in the location of fitness
peaks would predict random variation in the direction of
selection, so that positive and negative selection on size
should be equally common (Lynch and Lande 1993).
For traits other than size, the distribution of g is symmetric around 0 (fig. 6B). Although correlational selection
among traits can alter the estimated magnitude of stabilizing or disruptive selection (Blows and Brooks 2003;
Blows 2007), this will not alter the sign of the quadratic
selection or the qualitative results reported here. These
patterns of quadratic selection do not support the widespread expectation that stabilizing selection on quantitative traits occurs in most natural populations.
There are several possible explanations for this surprising result. First, many studies may choose traits because
of an expectation that directional selection may be occurring, so that stabilizing selection is less commonly observed. In that case, the available data are not representative of the actual patterns of quadratic selection in
nature. For example, perhaps studies of stabilizing selection use experimental manipulations of phenotype or environment and so would not be represented in our data
set or analyses. Further field studies of traits in populations
for which stabilizing selection is anticipated would help
address this possibility. Second, temporal and spatial variation in the location of fitness peaks may prevent mean
trait values from staying near such peaks in most populations. The observed temporal variation in the direction
of selection (e.g., fig. 5) is consistent with this interpretation (Siepielski et al. 2009; Bell 2010).
Third, there are important limitations of OLS regression
analyses, including the Lande-Arnold approach used in
most studies, for estimating nonlinear components of phenotypic selection (Arnold and Wade 1984; Mitchell-Olds
and Shaw 1987; Schluter 1988; Geyer et al. 2007; Shaw et
al. 2008). Even for relatively smooth fitness surfaces, quadratic selection coefficients can give very misleading information about the curvature of the fitness surface if
population mean trait values are not within 1–2 standard
deviations of fitness maxima; in particular, the sign of g
does not necessarily reflect the direction of curvature of
the fitness surface (Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987; Shaw
and Geyer 2010). To address this problem, more flexible
methods such as cubic splines or projection pursuit re-
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gression are used increasingly to fit and visualize fitness
surfaces (Mitchell-Olds and Shaw 1987; Schluter 1988;
Phillips and Arnold 1989; Schluter and Nychka 1994).
However, these methods usually do not provide statistical
support for key features of the fitness surface (e.g., curvature or location of fitness maxima or minima), and their
results are difficult to compare or generalize across studies.
In addition, the statistical distribution of total fitness
within a population is typically very irregular and rarely
normal or even monotonic (Shaw and Geyer 2010). Although general linear (e.g., OLS regression), generalized
(e.g., logistic regression), and additive (e.g., splines) models can be estimated, statistical inferences about features
of the fitness surface from these models are suspect if
fitness distributions are nonmonotonic (Geyer et al. 2007;
Shaw et al. 2008; Shaw and Geyer 2010). Geyer, Shaw, and
colleagues (Geyer et al. 2007; Shaw et al. 2008; Shaw and
Geyer 2010) have recently developed a likelihood approach
for estimating phenotypic selection that combines different
statistical distributions for different components of fitness
into an integrated statistical framework. This approach
holds considerable promise for a more rigorous understanding of patterns of nonlinear selection.
Studies and analyses that consider more complex and
integrated aspects of fitness rather than single fitness components are sorely needed. However, progress in our understanding is not entirely limited by lack of adequate data;
there are 22 studies (320 pairs of fitness components) already available in which multiple fitness components or
total fitness has been reported (fig. 3). Unfortunately, only
summary statistics and estimated parameter values are
available for the vast majority of these studies. The underlying data on trait values and fitness for each individual
in these studies remain inaccessible and, as a result, useless
to the research community. Publishing these primary data
in public, searchable data repositories such as Dryad
(http://datadryad.org/repo), thus making them available
for additional analyses, would be the fastest and most efficient way to advance our understanding of phenotypic
selection in natural populations (Whitlock et al. 2010).
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